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2. Project Objectives and Components:    

 a. Objectives:

  
ORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVES

The Project Appraisal Document (PAD) distinguishes two objectives: 

(1) "Ensure equitable access to land and improve land tenure security, by providing land administration services in  
selected rural, periurban  and urban areas ";

(2) "Enhance natural resources conservation through the consolidation of the National System of Protected Areas  
(SINAP) and indigenous peoples territories ." 

(PAD, p. 3)
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The Loan Agreement (Schedule 2) contains an identical statement of project objectives .

REVISED OBJECTIVESREVISED OBJECTIVESREVISED OBJECTIVESREVISED OBJECTIVES

In 2006, the project was formally restructured and the statement of project development objectives was revised to  
read as follows:

"Modernize the land administration system, including priority protected areas and indigenous territories " (ICR, p. 4).

The following outcome targets were introduced at restructuring :
24 hours and US$2 per transaction required for titling and registering a land parcel;�

70 percent of users of Integrated Cadastre and Registry System  (SIICAR) satisfied;�

Existing land occupation in 5 protected areas regularized; and  �

Shared-administration plan implemented in the Ngobe-Bugle area. �

(ICR, p. 4)

NoteNoteNoteNote....    ICR, p. viii indicates that the 2006 restructuring was not Board approved but at the review meeting with IEG the  
task manager said that this was a clerical error : there was a formal, Boardthere was a formal, Boardthere was a formal, Boardthere was a formal, Board ----approved restructuring in Aprilapproved restructuring in Aprilapproved restructuring in Aprilapproved restructuring in April     2006200620062006....     
IEG applies the harmonized guideline for rating the outcome of formally restructured projects, using a weighted  
aggregation of progress toward both sets of objectives  (before and after restructuring). Weighting is based on the 
following consideration: on the date of formal restructuring,  30 percent of the loan (US$13.5 million) had been 
disbursed; by closing a total of US$45.1 million was disbursed.

 b.Were the project objectives/key associated outcome targets revised during implementation?     

    Yes
    If yes, did the Board approve the revised objectives /key associated outcome targets?
Yes
    Date of Board Approval: 04/11/2006

 c. Components (or Key Conditions in the case of DPLs, as appropriate): 

        
((((1111))))    Land Policy, Legal and Institutional FrameworkLand Policy, Legal and Institutional FrameworkLand Policy, Legal and Institutional FrameworkLand Policy, Legal and Institutional Framework
(Expected cost at project appraisal, US$17.2 million; Actual cost by loan closing, US$6.4 million), comprising:

Land policy, legal and institutional reforms intended to  "increase the equity, security and sustainability of land  �

tenure" (PAD, p. 42);
Strengthening of national and local agencies involved in land administration, including development of a  �

common technological platform (SIICAR) for the agencies separately responsible for cadastre and registry;
Establishment of co-management mechanisms at national and local level, to help coordinate land administration  �

agencies;
Building of local agency capacity; and  �

Project administration, and monitoring & evaluation  (M&E).*�

((((2222))))    Land Regularization ServicesLand Regularization ServicesLand Regularization ServicesLand Regularization Services
(Expected cost at project appraisal, US$45.8 million; Actual cost by loan closing, US$27.2 million), comprising:

Geodesy and mapping;�

Cadastral field surveys and titling; and�

Conflict resolution mechanisms.�

((((3333))))    Consolidation of Protected Areas and Indigenous TerritoriesConsolidation of Protected Areas and Indigenous TerritoriesConsolidation of Protected Areas and Indigenous TerritoriesConsolidation of Protected Areas and Indigenous Territories
(Expected cost at project appraisal, US$8.9 million; Actual cost by loan closing, US$5.7 million), comprising

Consolidation of the National System of Protected Areas  (SINAP);�

Establishment and consolidation of protected areas; and�

Establishment and consolidation of indigenous territories .�

((((4444))))    Project Administration and M&EProject Administration and M&EProject Administration and M&EProject Administration and M&E
(Expected cost at project appraisal, US$0.0 million; Actual cost by loan closing, US$15.1 million)

*After the project was restructured this category became Component No . 4. 



(Expected costs from PAD, p. 9; actual costs from ICR, p. 27)

 d. Comments on Project Cost, Financing, Borrower Contribution, and Dates:     
        
The government requested that the project be restructured . In April 2006, the Board-approved restructuring (See 
"Note" in Section 2a above) purportedly entailed a "simplification of the Project Development Objectives  [PDOs], 
revision (and reduction) of targets to better reflect the PDOs, and the creation of a new component to allow for better  
quality control and monitoring of progress " (ICR, p. viii). Rather than "simplifying" the objectives, it would be truer to  
say that restructuring scaled back those objectives and their associated targets . 

There was an additional, minor restructuring in April  2009 which did not alter the PDOs or targets : the activities 
planned for protected areas were modified and land valuation activities were removed from the project because  
these were henceforth to be financed by an Inter -American Development Bank project  (ICR, p. 7). There were two 
other amendments: on April 13, 2009, the Loan Agreement (LA) was amended to clarify inconsistencies between the  
PAD and the LA on activities in protected areas; on May  25, 2010, there was a minor reallocation of expenditure  
categories.

Project CostProject CostProject CostProject Cost
 At the 2006 restructuring, the loan amount (US$47.9 million) remained unchanged but the government counterpart  
was reduced. Consequently, the total cost of the project was reduced from US$ 72.4 million to US$58.6 million. By 
loan closing, the actual project cost was US$55.0 million, or 76 percent of the cost estimated at appraisal . 

FinancingFinancingFinancingFinancing
Following the 2006 restructuring, all expenditure categories were to be financed up to  100 percent with loan 
proceeds, except for operating costs  (90 percent financed from the loan). 

Borrower ContributionBorrower ContributionBorrower ContributionBorrower Contribution
"Throughout the Project's life, the Ministry of Economy and Finance allocated smaller budgets than those intended at  
Project design or those committed to at the  2006 restructuring (after a dramatic reduction in counterpart funding  
requirements)" (ICR, p. 13). At appraisal, the estimated Borrower contribution was US$24.5 million. The Bank's 
Board approved new financing parameters for Panama in December  2004. Following the 2006 restructuring, the 
Borrower Contribution was reduced to US$10.7 million. By loan closing, the actual contribution was US$9.3 million, 
or 87 percent of the amount estimated at restructuring .

DatesDatesDatesDates
At the 2006 restructuring, the loan closing date was extended by three years to December  31, 2009. On December 
28, 2009, there was a further six-month extension of the closing date . The loan closed on June 30, 2010.  

 3. Relevance of Objectives & Design:         
   
Relevance of ObjectivesRelevance of ObjectivesRelevance of ObjectivesRelevance of Objectives     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    SubstantialSubstantialSubstantialSubstantial ))))
The Country Partnership Strategy that was current when the loan closed  (CPS, FY2008-FY2010, p. 20) included 
among its program objectives poverty reduction,  "especially among rural poor and indigenous groups ", and a 
commitment by the Bank to support   "land tenure security and access for the rural poor ." Among the priorities in the 
Policy Notes prepared by the Bank and issued in February  2009 (ahead of the May 2009 elections) was 
consolidation of the land administration program, ensuring that each small farmer had a land title  (p. 46). The 
project's objectives were also congruent with the Bank's broader strategy for Central America, which included  
recognizing indigenous land rights . 

The project's objectives were consistent with government's  1988 Poverty Reduction Strategy, which included reforms  
needed to: regularize land tenure country-wide; resolve land conflicts; facilitate access to land by the poor; reduce  
land transaction costs; and increase the transparency of land administration services  (ICR, p. 17). These items in the 
government's strategy remained relevant at closing . 

The two original objectives were complementary and, based on past project experience in the Region, there is a   
case to be made for addressing the administration of protected areas and indigenous lands in tandem with private  
properties. However, for Panama, this goal was too ambitious, given the intensity  of the conflict between  
stakeholders and the gaps in the legal framework for indigenous lands . 



Relevance of DesignRelevance of DesignRelevance of DesignRelevance of Design     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    ModestModestModestModest ))))
In line with the breadth of the project's objectives, the project design was more comprehensive than the norm for this  
type of operation: components included clearer  demarcation of protected areas and indigenous lands, a priority that  
is often overlooked by land administration projects  (PAD, p. 19). The poorest of Panama's poor occupy indigenous  
lands so, given that land tenure security is generally lowest for the poor, it made sense for the project  (which aims to 
improve tenure security) to include indigenous areas. Project design incorporated the principle of continuous social  
assessment during implementation based on participatory monitoring and evaluation  (building on the comprehensive 
social assessment that was completed during project preparation ). Project appraisal included a rigorous discussion  
of design alternatives and a well -argued justification for the particular approach that was taken  (PAD, pp. 14-15). 

But there were a number of difficulties specific to Panama which suggest the project design was too complex in  
relation to the country context .  First, the multiple implementing agencies were likely to be difficult to coordinate . The 
design did not spell out the procedures needed for staff regularizing privately -owned rural parcels to harmonize their  
approach with staff regularizing indigenous lands . Second, the design did not make provision for tackling the  legal  
impediments to demarcating indigenous lands . Third, the design did not specify mechanisms for addressing the  
severe conflicts between hydroelectric and tourism lobbies, on the one hand, and indigenous peoples on the other; or  
the disputes between different indigenous groups  (ICR, pp. 9-10). 

Also, the rewording ("simplification") of the project development objectives in  2006 left out any reference to 
increasing tenure security and the equitable access to land even though these were still development priorities in the  
government's strategy.     

 4. Achievement of Objectives (Efficacy):     
    
ORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVESORIGINAL OBJECTIVES

ObjectiveObjectiveObjectiveObjective     1111: ": ": ": "Ensure equitable access to land and improve land tenure security, by providing land administrationEnsure equitable access to land and improve land tenure security, by providing land administrationEnsure equitable access to land and improve land tenure security, by providing land administrationEnsure equitable access to land and improve land tenure security, by providing land administration     
services in selected rural, periurban  and urban areasservices in selected rural, periurban  and urban areasservices in selected rural, periurban  and urban areasservices in selected rural, periurban  and urban areas ."."."."    ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    ModestModestModestModest ))))

Output targets were partially achieved : 
Rural parcels: at appraisal, the target was 75,000 rural properties surveyed and 40,000 issued with title; at �

restructuring, this was revised to  50,000 parcels surveyed and 12,000 titled; by closing, 49,079 parcels had 
been surveyed and 13,190 titled. 
Urban parcels: at appraisal, the target was 80,000 urban properties surveyed and 40,000 issued with title; at �

restructuring, this was revised to  60,000 parcels surveyed and 15,000 titled; by closing, 31, 935 parcels had 
been surveyed and 3,354 titled.

Outcome targets were not defined at appraisal . 
�

The project was "instrumental in sponsoring Law 24 of 2006", which authorized mass land titling; without this the  
achievements with respect to rural and urban titles issued would not have been possible . But there was a significant 
shortfall in relation to the appraisal targets . Also, "given that SIICAR has not been fully rolled out yet ...the risk that 
changes in land tenure (sales, divisions, inheritances) will not be captured is considerable" (ICR, p. 19). 

ObjectiveObjectiveObjectiveObjective     2222::::  "Enhance natural resources conservation through the consolidation of the National System ofEnhance natural resources conservation through the consolidation of the National System ofEnhance natural resources conservation through the consolidation of the National System ofEnhance natural resources conservation through the consolidation of the National System of     
Protected AreasProtected AreasProtected AreasProtected Areas     ((((SINAPSINAPSINAPSINAP))))    and indigenous peoples territoriesand indigenous peoples territoriesand indigenous peoples territoriesand indigenous peoples territories ."."."."    ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    ModestModestModestModest ))))

Output targets were partially met:
The aim was to consolidate 3 indigenous territories and to develop an administrative norm; only one territory  �

(Kuna Yala) was consolidated while a draft law was submitted twice to the National Assembly but not approved .
The ICR does not say if the appraisal target of demarcating  0.7 million ha of protected areas was achieved; but it  �

does report that 281 linear km of protected areas were demarcated  (42 percent of the 700 km target that was set 
at restructuring). 

Outcome targets were not defined at appraisal . 

REVISED OBJECTIVEREVISED OBJECTIVEREVISED OBJECTIVEREVISED OBJECTIVE

""""Modernize the land administration system, including priority protected areas and indigenous territoriesModernize the land administration system, including priority protected areas and indigenous territoriesModernize the land administration system, including priority protected areas and indigenous territoriesModernize the land administration system, including priority protected areas and indigenous territories " (" (" (" (RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    
ModestModestModestModest ))))

The following outcome targets added after the  2006 restructuring were partially achieved :



The targets for the time taken and the cost required to register a land parcel were, respectively,  24 hours and �

US$2.00 per transaction; by closing, registration took  24 hours and cost US$30.00.
The target for the percent of users satisfied with the services offered by the integrated registry and cadastre  �

(SIICAR) was 70 percent; by closing, the integrated cadastre /registry database (SIICAR) was not fully 
operational and therefore it made little sense to survey the rate of satisfaction .
The target for establishing conflict resolution mechanisms in  3 provinces was met but achievement of the target  �

for percentage of conflicts resolved was not estimated  (the aim was that 80 percent of conflicts should be  
resolved.
The aim was to regularize existing land occupations in  5 protected areas; 2 areas had been regularized by  �

closing.
The aim was to prepare and secure approval of a co -management plan for a protected area overlapping with an  �

indigenous territory (Ngobe-Bugle); the plan was prepared but by closing it had not been approved by the  
National Environment Agency (ANAM).

 5. Efficiency (not applicable to DPLs):         
         
Efficiency analysis at appraisal involved estimating net present value  (NPV). Although the NPV estimate was 
negative (US$-1.6 million), the appraisal document construed this as evidence that the project cost would  "largely be 
compensated" for by the savings in transaction costs resulting from systematic land regularization and introduction of  
an integrated registry and cadastre . 

According to the ICR (p. 19), there was insufficient information available by closing to estimate cost effectiveness  
(comparing registration and cadastre costs in Panama with other countries ) or economic and financial rates of return . 
There are, however, some pointers to efficiency . First, the ICR notes that at closing the cost of registering a parcel  
was US$30, compared to the target of US$2 that was set when the project was restructured . Second, while project 
cost by closing was 76 percent of the appraisal estimate, the shortfall in meeting surveying and titling targets was  
proportionately greater: for rural parcels, surveying and titling outputs were respectively  65 percent and 33 percent of 
the appraisal target; for urban parcels, surveying and titling outputs were respectively  40 percent and 8 percent of the 
appraisal target (see Section 4 above for the numbers). Third, the delivery of outputs was delayed : the project took 
nine years rather than the expected five years  to implement as expected at appraisal --"despite a 25 percent 
reduction in scope" (ICR, p. 19) and, most importantly, the failure to ensure that the integrated registry and cadastre  
was ready by closing. Fourth,  project administration and M&E absorbed  27 percent of final project cost, despite the  
substantial shortfalls in the delivery of outputs  (including limited M&E results). 

Efficiency is rated negligiblenegligiblenegligiblenegligible ....

aaaa....    If available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter the     Economic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of Return     ((((ERRERRERRERR))))////Financial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of Return ((((FRRFRRFRRFRR))))    at appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and the     
rererere----estimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluation ::::        

                     Rate Available? Point Value Coverage/Scope*

Appraisal No
ICR estimate No

* Refers to percent of total project cost for which ERR/FRR was calculated.

 6. Outcome:     

    
The relevance of project objectives was substantial because, although the objectives were consistent with the  
strategies of the country and of the Bank,  the attempt to simultaneously regularize private and indigenous lands was  
too ambitious in the Panamanian context . Project design was modestly relevant because it was overly complex . The 
two original objectives were only modestly achieved : surveying and titling targets were not met and the integrated  
registry and cadastre was not completed by closing . The revised objective was also only modestly achieved . Given 
that the rating of project achievements was the same before and after the  2006 restructuring, applying the weighting  
formula makes no difference to outcome. Efficiency is rated negligible based on the size of the shortfall in meeting  
targets relative to project costs, the implementation delays, and the high cost of project administration . 

  aaaa.... Outcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome Rating ::::  Unsatisfactory



 7. Rationale for Risk to Development Outcome Rating:     
    
On a positive note, the project supported passage of legislation  (Law 24, 2006) that will provide a lasting foundation 
for the surveying, titling and regularization of urban and rural properties . The ICR acknowledges (p. 21) that this 
favorable outcome is offset by three factors that threaten to undermine the project's  (limited) achievements. First, the 
integrated registry and cadastre is still not complete, making it possible that the geographic and legal characteristics  
of parcels will not be updated, invalidating the regularization that took place under the project . Second, the pace of 
economic development and the pressure to exploit land is likely to overwhelm the capacity of the various land  
administration entities. Third, the failure to resolve the legal ambiguities surrounding indigenous territories, or to  
resolve the competing claims to these lands, is likely to cancel out the benefits from the boundary demarcation that  
was achieved by the project .

   
     aaaa....    Risk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome Rating ::::  Significant

 8. Assessment of Bank Performance:        

  
Quality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at Entry
Although the project design was well argued in the appraisal document and reflected lessons learned from  
previous land administration operations, Bank internal reviews should have corrected  (a) the excessive 
complexity of design, (b) the insufficient weight given to emerging problems  (such as conflicts in the indigenous  
territories covered by the project ) and (c) the underestimation of the time needed to develop an integrated registry  
and cadastre.  M&E arrangements were weak. At appraisal the project did not comply with OD 4.20 because an 
Indigenous People's Development Plan had not been prepared, although an indigenous people's strategy was  
appended to the PAD (ICR, p. 14).

Supervision QualitySupervision QualitySupervision QualitySupervision Quality
Before 2004, not enough resources were devoted to supervision, reflecting the Bank's limited engagement with  
Panama at this time. Supervision intensity picked up thereafter but, given the absence of a permanent project  
coordinator and the inadequacy of counterpart funding, supervision missions were devoted to resolving basic  
operational problems, losing sight of the broader issues  (for example, the growing conflicts in indigenous areas ). 
Although a belated attempt (in 2007) was made to address indigenous conflicts by including a social scientist in  
each supervision mission, and although problems arising from incomplete audits, unsatisfactory contract  
management and weak internal controls were correctly identified, the overall commitment to supervision was  
patchy. The Bank exercised close oversight over financial management in the last two years, but less so in the  
earlier years of implementation. 

    aaaa....    Ensuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring Quality ----atatatat----EntryEntryEntryEntry ::::Unsatisfactory

    bbbb....    Quality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of Supervision ::::Moderately Unsatisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank Performance ::::Unsatisfactory

 9. Assessment of Borrower Performance:        

Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance
The government was fully committed to project objectives during preparation but thereafter commitment was  
variable. The principal shortcoming was the failure to ensure smooth flow of counterpart funds, even after the  
large cut in the volume of  funding expected  (following Board approval of new financial parameters for Panama in  
December 2004).   

Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance
The ICR identifies 12 implementing agencies (including various ministries), rating the performance of each as  
less than fully satisfactory. The Project Coordination Unit is rated moderately satisfactory . However, the Unit was 
implicated in the lengthy implementation delays, the lack of coordination between agencies, the weak record of  
financial management, the inflated level of project administration costs, and the failure to deliver the monitoring  
and evaluation results needed to permit a full assessment of the project's achievements by closing .

 



    aaaa....    Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance ::::Unsatisfactory

    bbbb....    Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance ::::Unsatisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower Performance ::::Unsatisfactory

 10. M&E Design, Implementation, & Utilization:     
   
DesignDesignDesignDesign
Insufficient attention was paid to M&E when the project was prepared . The key performance indicators measured  
outputs not outcomes.

ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation
The monitoring framework was strengthened after the  2006 restructuring, when a specific M&E component was  
added and outcome indicators were improved : the original outcome indicators were neither specific nor quantifiable,  
and were not differentiated from output indicators; the revised outcome indicators better measured the efficiency and  
public benefit of a modernized land administration system . Monitoring picked up after the restructuring . Nevertheless, 
at completion, the Project Coordination Unit did not deliver the comprehensive assessment of project performance  
that was required, failing to carry out the expected economic analysis and overlooking the organization of a  
beneficiary survey. 

UtilizationUtilizationUtilizationUtilization
M&E outputs were so limited that any discussion of their contribution to project management or post -completion 
decision making is moot.  

 aaaa....  M&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality Rating ::::  Negligible

 11. Other Issues (Safeguards, Fiduciary, Unintended Positive and Negative Impacts): 

   
SafeguardsSafeguardsSafeguardsSafeguards
OD 4.20 was not complied with because an Indigenous People's Development Plan, which followed later, had not  
been developed by appraisal . OP 4.01 (Environmental Assessment) and OP 4.04 (Natural Habitats) were 
satisfactorily complied with. Section 3.10 of the Legal Agreement was complied with, ensuring that there was no  
regularization of private properties near indigenous and protected areas before those areas had been properly  
defined and demarcated. 

As a consequence of disputes over historical land claims that were a source of dissent between rival indigenous  
factions, in March 2009 two separate Requests for Inspection were made to the World Bank Inspection Panel by  
members of the Naso and Ngobe communities, leading to full investigation by the Panel . The full Investigation Report 
was completed on September 16, 2010. This report has not yet been discussed by the Bank's Board; following  
discussion it will be publicly disclosed  (ICR, p. 12). 

FiduciaryFiduciaryFiduciaryFiduciary
There were some irregularities in payment approvals by the Ministry of Economy and Finance  (payments made 
against contracts whose term had expired ). The Bank exercised close oversight over financial management in the  
last two years, but less so in the earlier years of implementation . 

Unintended ImpactsUnintended ImpactsUnintended ImpactsUnintended Impacts
Law 72--passed in 2008--authorized the titling of collective lands in the indigenous territories . Although the law was 
supported by many indigenous groups its passage may have increased tensions, partly because a faction of the  
Naso people believed that the legislation undermined their land claims  (ICR, p. 21).

12121212....    RatingsRatingsRatingsRatings:::: ICRICRICRICR  IEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG Review Reason forReason forReason forReason for     
DisagreementDisagreementDisagreementDisagreement ////CommentsCommentsCommentsComments

OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome :::: Moderately Unsatisfactory Project objectives were substantially  



Unsatisfactory relevant based on lessons from past  
projects. Project design did not 
sufficiently anticipate risks likely to be  
faced during implementation. The two 
original objectives were only modestly  
achieved. The revised objective was 
also only modestly achieved. Efficiency 
is rated negligible based on the size of  
the shortfall in meeting targets relative  
to project costs, the implementation 
delays, and the high cost of project  
administration. 

Risk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to Development     
OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome ::::

Significant Significant

Bank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank Performance :::: Moderately 
Unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory Project design was overly complex,  
risks were not well-enough anticipated, 
and OD 4.20 was not complied with. 
Supervision missions were devoted to  
resolving basic operational problems,  
losing sight of the broader issues  (for 
example, the growing conflicts in 
indigenous areas). The Bank exercised 
close oversight over financial  
management in the last two years, but  
less so in the earlier years of  
implementation. 

Borrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower Performance :::: Moderately 
Unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory There was a failure to ensure smooth  
flow of counterpart funds, 
implementation delays, lack of 
coordination between agencies, cost  
overruns, and some irregularities in  
payment approvals (payments made 
against contracts whose term had 
expired).

Quality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICR ::::
    

Satisfactory

NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES:
- When insufficient information is provided by the Bank for IEG  to  
arrive at a clear rating, IEG will downgrade the relevant  ratings as  
warranted beginning July 1, 2006.
- The "Reason for Disagreement/Comments" column could 
cross-reference other sections of the ICR Review, as appropriate .

 13. Lessons:     
   
The following lessons are inspired by the discussion in the ICR :  

Land administration projects work best when they facilitate the implementation of laws that are already on the  �

statute books; given the time needed to secure the passage of legislation, project implementation is likely to  
be severely delayed if the necessary laws are not in place when the loan is made effective .  
Projects will not succeed in regularizing indigenous land rights unless they are preceded by  broad  �

consultation and consensus building; even after such consultation, consensus tends to be fragile given the  
diversity of the claims at stake. 
Where separate cadastre and registry institutions have existed for many years there will be powerful vested  �

interests opposed to any attempt to shift to a single -agency model (partly because the registry is a major  
source of rent); even the more limited objective of developing a common technological platform between  
registry and cadastre (the approach pursued by this project ) is likely to be difficult because of the institutional  
rivalry that has grown up. 

 

 14. Assessment Recommended?     Yes No



 15. Comments on Quality of ICR:     

As noted in Section 2a above, the outcome rating should have been assessed following the harmonized IEG /OPCS 
Guidelines for restructured projects . Apart from this oversight, the ICR does a good job of marshalling sufficient  
evidence to demonstrate the weaknesses in project performance; and it is candid about the risks to development  
outcome.  The lessons drawn are compelling and will potentially influence the approach to future land administration  
projects. 

    aaaa....Quality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR Rating ::::    Satisfactory


